
 

EUROPALMS Inflatable Figure Santa Claus, 300cm
Self-inflating Santa Claus in XXL format

Art. No.: 83314701
GTIN: 4026397633597

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397633597

Weight: 2,85 kg

Length: 0.28 m

Width: 0.28 m

Heigth: 0.28 m

Description:

He can't be missed!

Whether in your shop, your front yard, or at the Christmas market:
Already by the size of 3 meters alone, the self-inflating Santa Claus by Europalms is a real
highlight.
He wears a classic costume in red and white with black boots.
Even in the dark, he is a real eye-catcher, because our Christmas companion is enlightened
with cool white LEDs discreetly from the inside.
The protection class IP44 - splash-proof - also allows outdoor installation in sheltered areas.

It is that simple: 
For operation, permanently connect the Santa Claus to the power supply with a 1.70 m long
supply cable. Then he blows up to his full size on his own. The stable stand is ensured with
additionally included mounting cords, which are attached halfway up the figure and the ground.
After the season, the figure can be folded up again to save space and wait for its next BIG
appearance.

Features:

- Figurine white glowing
- Easy to assemble
- Self-inflating
- Space-saving storing
- Suitable for outdoor use IP44
 Package contents
- 1 x mounting material

Eurolite®, Futurelight®, PSSO®, Roadinger®, Alutruss®, Europalms® and Dimavery® are trademarks of Steinigke Showtechnic GmbH, Andreas-Bauer-Straße 5, DE-97297 Waldbüttelbrunn
All rights reserved. Subject to change without notice. Errors and omissions excepted.Illustration only. Actual item may differ from photo.

https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn83314701.html


Technical specifications:

IP classification: IP44

Power connection: Fixed power supply cord with AC adapter

Effect: Figurine white glowing

Setup: Easy to assemble; self-inflating; Space-saving
storing

Standing/fixation: Free standing; Some loops; anchor lines; Ground
anchor

Material: Polyester

Dimensions: Height: 3 m

Weight: 2,40 kg
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